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the course of my tour 

amongst the Trans-Uralian 

mountains, I came one sum- 

mer evening to an uninhabit- 

ed Bashkir winter village, 

the inhabitants of which 

were, so to speak, “upon 

the tramp.” The majority of 

the habitations consisted of 

one square block, narrowly 

resembling the peculiar com- 

3 pound called ‘wattle-and- 

daub” in some of our northern counties. 

The huts were neither thatched nor roofed ; 

just simply covered in with clay and turf 

across some rafters. 

Numbers of these sheds, surrounded by 

fenced-in spaces for cattle, were dotted 

about without attempt at arrangement, 

further than accident or the good pleasure 

of the builder had seen fit to appoint. 

The effect might be picturesque, but was 

certainly confusing. Dung heaps were 

scattered in all directions as promiscuously 

as the dwellings, intermingled with luxuriant 

weeds, and waving hemp, which nobody 

sowed and nobody would reap. Herds of 

half-famished dogs prowled among the tall 

grass and assaulted strangers’ calves. 

A visit to one of these places is equiva- 

lent to inspecting all; for they are invari- 

ably constructed after the same pattern. 

Along the wall and opposite the door runs 

a broad, low wooden settle or divan, where- 

in the entire family sit and sleep. The 

room is lighted by one little window, in 

which a bladder is substituted for a pane 

of glass. A large clay stove occupies one 

corher, beneath a hole in the roof permit- 

ting the escape of smoke. This is a 

summer arrangement, by the way. In 

winter or rainy weather the hole is stopped 

up by a wisp of straw, and the smoke gets 

out the best way it can. A few earthen 

pipkins and pots complete the furniture of 

the ordinary Bashkir household.   
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From a stray hunter our guide learned 

the direction in which the inhabitants of 

this village were to be found, and after a 

ride of six or eight versts we came in sight 

of the temporary dwellings they had set up. 

A nomad village is usually composed of 

several tribes, who, according to ancient 

custom, have pasture rights in common. 

Each family inhabits a separate yourt, the 

wealthier Bashkirs allotting a second habi- 

tation to their women. During the great 

heats of summer the felt is usually turned 

up a couple of inches from the ground, to 

admit the cooling breeze. 

Upon arriving we were kindly received 

by the chief elder, and conducted to a 

yourt of the better class. This residence, 

though only temporary, was vastly superior 

to the shed we inspected in the winter 

village. Opposite the entrance was a 

similar broad divan, but covered with 

carpets and pillows. Chests, containing 

the family wardrobe, stood around the 

tent. Upon the walls hung spears, swords, 

firearms, and harness, occasionally also 

bows and arrows. 

Here we were presented, as welcome, 

with a wooden bowl of Aoumiss, which it 

would be a serious breach of manners to 

refuse. In every yourt a large skin of this 

beverage stands beside the door. It is ina 

perpetual state of fermentation throughout 

the summer. Although in frequent re- 

quisition, fresh milk is constantly poured in 

by the women, who stir the mass up 

thoroughly with a kind of churn. There 

is no cover to the skin: flies, ants, and 

other equally unpalatable additions commit 

insecticide without the slightest opposition ; . 

but these are trifles quite unworthy Bashkir 

consideration. Cleanliness, in fact, of any 

description is entirely unknown ; so that the 

only-resource of the unfortunate traveller, 

presented with the welcoming bowl of 

houmiss, is to shut his'eyes and hold bis 

nose, quaffing the draught with all possible


